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About This Game

Dive into a deep story of corruption, crime and intrigue. Take the role of gritty Police Chief Jack Boyd, and come face to face
with the ugly underbelly of Freeburg, a city spiraling the drain. Will Jack reach his retirement with a nice stack of bills, or will

he end up broken ... or worse?

Manage your staff, respond to emergencies, and investigate crimes in a city on the brink of chaos. The mafia underworld
maneuvers behind the scenes, sinking their claws ever deeper into the city, even as the mayor is ready to exploit every situation

to his political advantage.

Choose your approach to each situation as it unfolds. Sometimes you’ll be responding to a developing crisis at a crime scene, or
negotiating with Freeburg’s crime bosses. Sometimes you’ll find yourself dodging questions in the press room, or even the

occasional cross-examination in the witness box. Can you keep this pressure cooker from exploding, at least for long enough to
stash away a nice retirement nest egg?

Your mission is clear: make $500,000 in 180 days, before Jack Boyd reaches retirement. How? That’s up to you!

Decisions, decisions! This Is the Police is all about a dark story and how you react to it. Whatever you decide, your
choices will influence the game – and the fate of Jack Boyd.
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The Good, the Bad, and... the Ugly? The Chief of Freeburg's Police Department deals with all kind of people. It is up to
you to find the bad guys, and decide how to deal with them.

Carry out your duties. As head of Freeburg PD, Jack deals with all sorts of challenges every day: responding to
emergencies, managing his officers, defending the department against City Hall and a corrupt mayor, and much more.

Solve Investigations and gather evidence against the criminal gangs of Freeburg.

Deal with the competing powers of the city. Everyone offers you favors, and each one comes at a price.

Rich and fully voiced story: Jack Boyd is portrayed by Jon St. John, the voice of Duke Nukem.
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Title: This Is the Police
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Weappy Studio
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
This Is the Police
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32

Processor: Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 7800, AMD HD 4600, Intel HD3000 or similiar

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Wish I didn't waste my money on this. Never was able to get it started. It would just get to the main menu and crash from there.
Tried uninstalling and reinstalling many times but no luck. Tried to get my money back from Steam but was over their 2 week
refund policy. Contacted the publisher who asked me for my computer specs. I sent them to them the next day and I never heard
from them again. Emailed them a couple of times after that but still nothing. That was many many months ago.. Weardale and
Teesdale Network is a really detailed and well done DLC set in the '50s. You have more than 200 miles to explore, different
routes, branches, many stations, both freight and passengers services and really beautiful landscapes. Career mode offers you the
possibility to see all of this in a really engaged way, but of course you can also drive a locomotive in a more relaxing way in
Quick Drive and also in Free Roam mode.
In conclusion I really recommend this DLC and if you want to add another locomotive and other career scenarios you can buy it
taking advantage of the twin pack with the class 105. Essential expansion\/mission DLC. Operation Crimson Hammer is a
short expansion for Spiral Knights and offers, what in my opinion is, the best mission in Spiral Knights, a decent challenge
even on the lowest tier OCH is an excellent expansion. Each difficulty tier has it's own variation on the 3 main rewards, 5*
versions rewarded from finishing the tier 3 mission (3 times over for the Perfect Seerus mask) are suitable for late game content
whilst not being overly powerful. Alongside those there is additional music and art assists that sound and look good respectively,
overall I'll say Operation Crimson Hammer is just a really good expansion.. INTRODUCTION
I\u2019m not prepared to rag on this title. Even though there are some glaring mistakes, poor inception of design and
ideas, there IS something here. The voice acting of the narrator is good, sound effects are good. The overall application
of the story is good. What lets this game down is the poor understanding of the subject matter (Brown Bears), the
Graphics used and the subsequent poor Level Design.

LET\u2019S TALK BEARS - URSUS ARCTOS
Below is an extract from \u2018Digging a Den\u2019, which can be found at:
h t t p s :\/\/w w w.bear.org \/ website \/ bear-pages \/ black-bear \/ hibernation \/ 20-digging-a-den.h t m l
\u201cNot all dens are like this burrow. Some are in rock crevices, hollow trees, or brush piles. Some are under the upturned roots
of windblown trees leaning 45 degrees. Others are under the trunks of down trees that are held a foot or two off the ground by the
root mass. Some are simply aboveground nests. A den, loosely interpreted, is where a bear spends the winter.\u201d

Further, an extract from the book \u201cWild Furbearer Management and Conservation in North America\u201d, from
contributing author C.J. Jonkel (pages 436-473) which states;
\u201cThe den is just large enough for the individual bear or for a female and her cubs or yearlings\u201d.

This is so heat loss is kept to a minimum. Together with the dimensions of the cave, the inclusion of bedding and the position of the
entrance relative to the surroundings and weather, you can begin to understand my objection to what appears in this game.

LEVEL DESIGN
Taking a closer look at Bears on a whole \u2013 and this IS what this game is trying to achieve, you begin to see how
ridiculous the Start Area is. It\u2019s just too big. If the Devs just kept it realistic, with the cub pushing a snow drift away
from or clearing a collapsed entrance way to escape the den would be much better.
Instead of deleting the start area as it is, simply remove the roof, and swap the roots out with trees. Viola! You have an
extended start area with a more realistic beginning to the game.

BARRIERS WHICH DEVIDE
One last thing. I'm a PC player, so I have a big HATE for Invisible Barriers - like I REALLY hate them. These bug-bears are
usually associated with one of two things (or both):

Firstly - Port-over From Console.
Since Console games generally have very linear level design, console players accept these barriers as less a nuisance and more
an aid to keep you on-track.

Secondly - Poor Level Design and Stupid Object Placement.
Basically, the Devs are TOO lazy to fix the game by adjusting the placement of assets (trees, buildings, fences etc) and just
Band-Aid the problem with these instead. Devs place Invisible Barriers so that players stay on the map.
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So, why do I hate them so much? For BOTH of these reasons. What really chaffs my ar$e though is when you buy a AAA
title which has a list of play testers included in the Credits and you still come across these or worse. What do play testers do
other than play a game before it\u2019s released?

FINAL VERDICT
In just the small time I played this game I could see many areas which need improvements. The obvious question is this - why
was this game released as Alpha? Clearly, it\u2019s not at that stage yet. Was it released to raise funds for further
development, or to pick our pockets clean?
Unless the Dev\u2019s can take on board these few criticisms\u2019 which I have raised, there won\u2019t be a future for
this title.. Before I Played:
\uff3c\uff3c \uff3f
\u3000\u3000 \uff3c( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
\u3000\u3000\u3000 <\u3000\u2312\u30fd
\u3000\u3000\u3000\/ \u3000 \u3078\uff3c
\u3000\u3000 \/\u3000\u3000\/\u3000\uff3c\uff3c
\u3000\u3000 \uff9a\u3000\u30ce\u3000\u3000 \u30fd_\u3064
\u3000\u3000\/\u3000\/
\u3000 \/\u3000\/|
\u3000(\u3000(\u30fd
\u3000|\u3000|\u3001\uff3c
\u3000| \u4e3f \uff3c \u2312)
\u3000| |\u3000\u3000) \/
`\u30ce )\u3000\u3000L\uff89
After I Played:
\uff0f\uff8c\uff8c \u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000\u3000 \u3000\u30e0\uff40\u30fd
\/ \u30ce) \u3000\uff09\u3000\u30fd
\/ \uff5c\u3000\u3000( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0\uff09\u30ce\u2312\uff08\u309d._,\u30ce
\/\u3000\uff89\u23127\u2312\u30fd\u30fc\u304f\u3000 \uff3c\u3000\uff0f
\u4e36\uff3f \u30ce \uff61\u3000\u3000 \u30ce\uff64\u3000\uff61|\/
\u3000\u3000 `\u30fd `\u30fc-'_\u4eba`\u30fc\uff89
\u3000\u3000\u3000 \u4e36 \uffe3 _\u4eba'\u5f61). The second of the series and it is fun, I'd say a little better as there
seems to be more flushed out. Great to come back to as it is in real time so you can just check back every now and then. A
Great game for killl\/passing time.. Feel good after donating \u00a56
Nice game for practicing osu, recommend to everyone who plays osu!
Includes interesting mods. Able to change beatmap settings and speed in a convenient way.(Daycore is awesome XD)

Advices:
\u00b7Sometimes I accidentally pressed windows button and I'm back to the desktop. It was common when my click buttons
were Z and X, but I've never experienced such situation in osu, I hope developers could ban windows button in game. Now my
click buttons are D and F.
\u00b7HP system and FL mod is not available, but sometimes I just want to practice FL :(
\u00b7I'm also a mania player, and there is no convenient way to change the speed of mania maps. I hope some day McOsu
will support mania mode and also taiko, ctb, although it sounds unrealistic XD
\u00b7Do not play this map in McOsu: osu.ppy.sh\/b\/1355907 I don't know why but my computer runs very slow when the
sliders come out.
\u00b7No replays :( Sometimes I did get a very good score and I can only have a screenshot.
\u00b7No key overlay. Not so good for ones streaming McOsu.. YES YES YES

I'll be the first to admit, I have the admittedly cliche'd view on Dark Souls II. I have a love-hate relationship. I like it a lot, but
there's a lot I don't like. I picked up this DLC expecting the same, but holy crap. This is Dark Souls 1 level quality. This was
amazing. Bonfire placement was like Dark Souls 1. Wow

I can't state with words how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome the final boss was. Recruiting the knights and falling in to
the depths of hell to fight alongside them was so good. And when the lava parted and the King stood out, my mouth peeled back
into a huge toothy grin. This DLC was awesome, and it's easily the best snow area FromSoft has ever made, yes, beating out
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Ariamis and Ariandel. 1 gripe was the stupid teleport-on-to-the-Ivory-King's-sword-stab-attack but other than that, perfect. The
enemies were spaced enough to allow for proper fights. There was so much tension making my way from that first bonfire. The
boss was fantastic, easily the best boss in the game so far. I have to play the other DLCs, but this is an amazing start. Good
bloody job. This is up there with Artorias of the Abyss and The Ringed City. 9\/10. if you like strategy games and dungeon
crawlers, you should try this!
The game has a simple but great art style! the basic mechanics of the game are unique and feel nice.
the items are intresting, but I'd like it if there was a bit more variety in the items, sometimes they are really simular.
the game is hard, and has a lot of random elements to it, if you don't like that, I wouldn't suggest you buy this.
I have 2 big issues with the game:
1- The generation: sometimes the generation of the rooms is a bit weird, I would like it if there was a bit more space. a lot of the
times you get stuck between traps and enemies,
2- I feel like a lot of the runs are a bit the same, I'd like some more variety in items and some cool new things to interact with,
you can replay this game a lot, but not as much as a game like the binding of isaac, or enter the gungeon.

so: great game! I hope the devs update it a little bit tho
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is this a game?. The ultimate casual game.. This is a game I really wanted to like. I have a soft spot in my gamer heart for
cartoony platformers. This looked like such a great Keen-esque platformer that I bought it on blind faith. Bad mistake. It's a
horribly simplistic, buggy exposition of what it looks like when a video game is made from the ground up to hit a marketing
goal. Someone said "old school is in right now, Halloween is cool, push this game out" and this horrible thing was patched
together as quickly as possible. I'm pretty disappointed in both Interplay and Steam for signing off on the distribution.. Some
background info, I am an astrophysics major and astronomy as always been a favorite past time of mine as well. I was bored and
decided to give this a try. Boy was this disappointing, but I did get this for just 49 cents. Was it worth it though? Not at all.

Rediscover the solar system! Solar System is a relaxing game, which will allow you to deepen your knowledge of the
Solar System by interacting with the planets!
Let's tear this statement apart that's clearly on the store page as of 13 Jan 18. Number 1, Relaxing game? This isn't even
a game as advertised, it's a small informational output. There is no objective, no story, and no interaction other than
zooming in and out on a planet. Number 2, there is A LOT of inaccurate information, Wikipedia will deepen your
knowledge better than this will. The number of satellites for planets or just bodies in the solar system is wrong and they
are even missing a lot of them. The asteroid belt and comets were also forgotten? Even Earth was so cringy, Africa was
massively bigger than Europe was and was even centered on the planet and took up 90% of the side of the planet it was
featured on. Also, the planets aren't even in the correct order. Number 3, as stated a moment ago. No interaction? There
is the zooming and scrolling of text... Poor scrolling text at that.

Not quite sure what the point of this "game" was. Wikipedia would teach you a lot more. I guess the music wasn't all that
bad, but it's on loop every 5 seconds so it'll get old fast. It was also advertised as "4K" I''m not fully sure on that part, but
from what I've seen (if you overlook some landmarks being wrong) it doesn't look bad.

Also, apparently the Sun is very hot folks. I learned that from this app.

Please don't buy, we don't need things like this floating on Steam.. For some reason, the incompetent employees over at
Paradox decided to disable achievements if you so much as want to change a ruler's name, before starting a game. I don't
see how customizing a name or changing a flag can affect your gameplay, but apparently Paradox is too much out of the
loop with its own players, to care.

TLDR: Using the Ruler Designer disables achievements.. The game development is stalling in regards of features. And
now the devs decide to take away the only way to have multiple Dinos on one server to play with your friends. Don't like
your trike on one evening? Tough luck either you throw away its 7 hr grow time or you will not play anything else. Of
course you can take a different server, but then you might be seperated from your friends. Mind boggling decision and
I'd say stay away for now as this looks like just a cash grab to make people buy additional copies of the game.
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